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1. Title of the program :  Essay Writing Competition on the WORLD FOREST DAY 

2. Name of the Coordinator/s :Dr V C Resmi & Vipin K D 

3. Organizing Department/Cell :  N S S UNIT 47 

4. Date : 21/03/2021 

5. Number of participants:  

6. Venue: SNM COLLEGE MALIANKARA 

7. Resource Person/s :Nil 

8. Objective of the Program: To create awareness among our NSS volunteers about the vital 

role that forests play in sustaining life on Earth and to encourage our volunteers to become 

advocates for forest conservation. 

9. Detailed Description of the Event: 

The "Essay Writing Competition on WORLD FOREST DAY" commenced with an 

enthusiastic group of 25 NSS volunteers gathering at in a classroom in the College on March 

21, 2021. The program began with a brief introduction by our NSS Programme Officers, Dr. 

Resmi V C and Vipin K D, who emphasized the significance of World Forest Day and the 

need for active participation in raising awareness about forest conservation. They highlighted 

how forests are crucial for maintaining a balanced ecosystem, conserving biodiversity, and 

combating climate change. Following the introduction, the participants were given a set of 

essay topics related to World Forest Day and the importance of forests in our lives. The 

topics ranged from "The Role of Forests in Climate Change Mitigation" to "The Importance 

of Sustainable Forest Management." The volunteers were given ample time to research, 

brainstorm, and write their essays. After a productive and thought-provoking writing session, 

the essays were collected and evaluated by a panel of experienced faculty members from the 

college. The assessment process was based on content, creativity, and presentation. 

 

10. Outcome of the Event/Evaluation by Program Coordinator: 

The "Essay Writing Competition was a highly engaging and educational event for our NSS 

volunteers. The competition raised the awareness among our volunteers about the pivotal role 

of forests in environmental conservation and sustainable development. Critical Thinking: The 

event encouraged critical thinking and creativity among the volunteers as they explored and 

expressed their ideas on forest-related topics. In conclusion, the "Essay Writing Competition 



on WORLD FOREST DAY" was a meaningful initiative that empowered our NSS volunteers 

with knowledge and motivation to contribute to forest conservation efforts.  
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